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Effective August 1st, 2012, Bryan Wilmoth has been serving as the Program Director for Ken 
Seeley Communities. KSC is the Transitional Living branch of Ken Seeley?s drug and alcohol 
recovery organizations.

Palm Springs, CA, September 20, 2012  - (PressReleasePoint) - Effective August 1st, 2012, Bryan 
Wilmoth has been serving as the Program Director for Ken Seeley Communities. KSC is the 
Transitional Living branch of Ken Seeley?s drug and alcohol recovery organizations.

Wilmoth brings with him over 20 years of extensive experience in the field of addiction and recovery. 
He has advocated and lobbied for funding and education at both the city, county and state jurisdictions.

?I am very excited to be part of such an amazing organization, working with Ken Seeley ? one of the 
very best in the field,? said Wilmoth.  ?Ken?s vision of creating a new Five-Year Continuum of Care 
model for treatment was what really drew me in to accept this position and I am eager and ready to 
help him see his goals come to fruition.?

Among his many achievements and honors, he has served on the Sacramento Ryan White Planning 
Council and panels for AIDS Project Los Angeles & the City of West Hollywood's Alternative Meth 
Treatment Forum. In 2007, Wilmoth was honored with The Paul Stark Warrior Award from the City of 
West Hollywood for service to the HIV community.

?We are thrilled to have Bryan as part of our team,? said KSC founder Ken Seeley. ?He is an 
incredibly talented individual who will surely prove to be a valuable asset to the KSC team and the 
residents we serve.?

Wilmoth is certified by the State of California through the California Association for Alcohol/Drug 
Educators (CAADE) and has earned his degree in Social work from the Calif. State University, Los 
Angeles. He?s also earned degrees in Human Services and Psychology from Los Angeles City College.

About Ken Seeley Communities
Ken Seeley Communities believes in the achievable goal of life long sobriety. Addiction is a chronic, 
progressive disease, and even with a one-year treatment program, relapse, jail and even untimely death 
are still possible. They have created a protocol for long-term sobriety that emphasizes greater 
accountability on the individual, his/her family and the external support system. By shifting the focus 
from 30 days to long-term, they provide goals that reach into the future and create a continuing care 
plan to support life-long sobriety and recovery. For more information, please visit 
www.kenseeleycommunities.com
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With over 40 years of combined experience, the principals at Joseph Allen specialize in design, 
marketing and public relations for a diverse portfolio of clientele. At JAA, they place a significant 
focus on appealing to human emotion and psyche. They can handle all aspects of design and marketing 
needs through their internal staff, as well as through their incomparable mix of strategic partners. For 
more information, visit www.josephallenagencies.com
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